
WHERE ARE WE? 

Name ___________________________________ D.o.b. __/__/___ Age on Day of Activity __ 

Address ________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________ Postcode ______________________ 

 

Parent/guardian Name ____________________________ Relation to child ____________  

Emergency Contact Number _____________________________________________________ 

For Parents/guardian of Participants (Under 18 years of age) 

I confirm that I have read and fully understood the agreement prior to sign-
ing it, and take full responsibility for the above named child. 

 

Signature _______________________________________________Date ___________________ 

Enlist now!  Join our mailing list for offers, discounts and the latest battlezone news updates!  
Just add your email address below! 

 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

town center/outlet 

battlezone Ashford is approx. 3 miles  from 
m20 junction 10 

 
we are located next to imagine play  
center and share the same car park 

 
2a Britannia lane, Kingsnorth,  

Ashford, kent. tn23 3SU 

Terms and Conditions for use of Battlezone Ashford 
1. I hereby agree to adhere to all safety rules and follow any directions given by the Battlezone instructors prior to and throughout 

the activity. 
2. I agree not to act in any way which could cause injury to myself or another participant. 
3. I understand that running in the arena and on the staircases is entirely prohibited for safety reasons. 
4. I will notify a resident Battlezone instructor of any medical condition before activities commence. This includes any adverse effects 

caused by flash or strobe lighting/smoke machine effects. 
5. I agree to photos being taken during parties that may be used on the Battlezone website and other social networking groups. 
6. I acknowledge that I am playing entirely at my own risk and hereby absolve Battlezone, their servants and agents in respect of any 

personal injury whatsoever, however this may be caused. 
7. I acknowledge that gaming activities involve physical exertion which could activate and aggravate any pre-existing physical injuries, 

conditions, symptoms or congenital defects. 
8. I agree to respect residents in the surrounding area to leave the premises in a quiet manner. 

m20 

 
2a BRITANNIA LANE 

KINGSNORTH 
ASHFORD TN23 3SU 

 
01233 652649 

 
info@battlezoneashford.co.uk 


